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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents background of study, problems of study, purpose of the 

study, significance of study, scope and limitation, and definition of key terms. 

1.1 Background of study 

One of the important subjects for the student in majoring English is literature. 

It is known that literature is a kind of art, usually written, that offers a pleasure and 

entertainment. Literature usually about a fiction but some of the authors also uses a 

factual story. The form of literature can be a fiction and nonfiction but the purpose is 

to make a pleasure and entertainment. 

Literature can be enjoyable and interesting because it gives many functions, 

not only pleasure but also lessons to the readers. By reading literature, the readers can 

represent their feeling about thought, ideas, desire, and experiences of their life or 

other person’s life. 

Literature produces literary work such as poetry, prose fiction, drama, short 

story, and novel that has existed since thousand years ago. Literary work expresses a 

series of happening of human life such as their problem, struggle, and conflict of live. 

Literary work teaches the reader about experiences both truth and imagination. 

Novel is one of literary works which purpose to entertain, give enjoyment and 

motivation. In reading novel, the readers can feel the characters’ feeling and mind. In 

other hand, the purpose of novel is getting better understanding about human life and 

human feeling. The author creates an imaginary word in order to present readers with 
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the particular vision of life. The theme of novel can be various such as: racism, a 

problem which often arises in social life. It is related to discriminative attitude toward 

certain people based on race. 

Racism is the believe that one race is supreme and all others are innately 

superior (Witt, 2010: 295). In U.S.A itself, racism has occurred since 19 century until 

now although some of them do not show it briefly. Racism still often occurs until this 

time. Racism not only based on the physical appearance, but also come in to system 

right now. 

Racism is giving discriminative attitude and unequal treatment toward certain 

people by considering their race. It may make certain race feel considered superior or 

inferior because of the discrimination and unequal treatment. The inferior group tends 

to get unequal treatment because they are considered as minority. For example the 

racism in football league, one of football player in Spain, he is colored person. He 

was played in one of team and another team acted like a monkey when he got the 

ball. In Indonesia itself, the racism refers to the system of tribes, religion, and race 

(SARA). 

The writer chose The Help novel to be analyzed because this novel contains 

racism problem. And then, racism problem in this novel often occurs in every 

chapter. The Help is a novel which tells about racism. In 2009, a film was produced 

about this novel. Among the characters, there is a white woman, Skeeter, who helps 

Negroes people. Her white friends do not know that she helps black people to make 

rebellion. Skeeter is a good person but her white friends always said that Negroes 

people are different and they can cause a disease. Actually, Negroes people want to 
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fight white people because they feel that they are the same but they cannot do 

anything because they do not have a power. While seeing this discrimination, Skeeter 

looks for a way how to help black people to get the equal right. The Negroes people 

and Skeeter do the rebellion secretly. While doing their rebellion, there are lots of 

conflicts that make them want to get back. That is why this novel is interesting to be 

analyzed. 

Racism is expected to give an explanation about the social phenomena which 

is a social action causing conflict in the society. In The Help novel, the racism 

becomes a phenomenon which can cause a problem among the characters and make 

the characters hate each others. From the issue above, it can give motivation to the 

writer of this thesis to conduct a study on literature, especially on novel “THE HELP” 

by Kathryn Stockett. 

1.2 Problems of the study 

1. What are the forms of racism among the characters in Kathryn Stockett’s 

novel “The Help”? 

2. What are the reasons of racism among the characters in Kathryn Stockett’s 

novel “The Help”? 

3. How do the main characters solve racism among the characters in Kathryn 

Stockett’s novel “The Help”? 
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1.3 Purpose of the study 

On the basis of the statement of the problems, the purpose of this study is 

formulated as follow: 

1. To know the readers about the forms of racism among the characters in 

Kathryn Stockett’s novel “the Help”. 

2. To tell the readers about the reasons of racism among the characters in 

Kathryn Stockett’s novel “The Help”. 

3. To tell the readers how the main characters do to solve racism among the 

characters in Kathryn Stockett’s novel “The Help”. 

1.4 Significance of the study 

The researcher hopes that this study will have some significances to the 

reader. First, the study will make the students, especially students of English 

Department interested in literature and to be more highly motivated to read novel. 

Second, this study will serve as an additional source for students that study literature 

and who would like to understand about literary works from different point of view. 

Besides, this study is expected to give a model in analyzing racism of novel. 

The thesis writer hopes this study can help the readers in analyzing novel, by 

introducing the novel on literature subject such as poetry, prose, and drama. 

1.5 Scope and limitation 

This study focused on “The Help” novel by Kathryn Stockett especially about 

racism. Hence, the writer of this thesis limits this discussion to the racism among the 

characters. 
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1.6 Definition of key terms 

In order to clarify and to avoid misunderstanding of the terms used in this 

study, the writer would like to give the definition of the terms used. 

- Racism is the belief that race is very important in determining people’s 

abilities and that people should be treated as inferior or superiors on the 

basis of race (Stewart, 1981:199) 

- Novel is a book- length story in prose, whose author to create the sense 

that, while we read, we experience actual life (Kennedy, 1983:180) 

- Kathryn Stockett is the author of the novel. She is an American novelist 

and she worked in magazine publishing before publish her first novel, The 

Help. 

- The Help is the title of the novel. 


